
Chevy SBC 283 327 Connecting Rods Main Sizes

 Brand: Hurricane

             

 Center to Center Length: 152.40mm/6.000 " 

 Big End Bore Diameter: 53.98mm/2.125 " 

 Big End Width: 23.90 mm/0.941 " 

 Small End Bore Diameter: 23.55 mm/0.927 " 

 Small End Width : 26.95 mm/1.061 " 

 Beam Style: I-beam

Chevy SBC 283 327 Connecting Rods Features 

 Connecting Rod Bolt Diameter  7/16"
 Approximate Connecting Rod Weight  xxx
 Advertised Horsepower Rating  1200hp
 Quantity  Sold as 8 pieces /set
 Material  High Tensile Forged 4340 steel
 Connecting Rod Finish  Shot-peened, Polished 
 Pin  Bronze wrist pin bushings
 Wrist Pin Style  Floating
 Cap Retention Style  Cap screw
 Weight Matched Set  Yes ,Balanced +/- 1g
 Magnafluxed  Yes
 Private Label  Yes ,available 
 Custom design  Yes, accept

Chevy SBC 283 327 Connecting Rods Description
Firstly , all these chevy sbc 283 327 connecting rods forged from high tensile 4340 steel material , but not
all 4340 steel connecting rods are same, Hurricane always use top quality 4340 material. All the
Hurricane 4340 steel connecting rods heat treated with 34-38HRC and forged as Hurricane strict technical
system to meet high quality standard.

http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/AISI-4340-Steel-VS-40CrNiMoA-VS-EN24-of-Race-connecting-rod-material.html
http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/AISI-4340-Steel-VS-40CrNiMoA-VS-EN24-of-Race-connecting-rod-material.html


Secondly , these rods built as I-beam shape which can handle extreme engine loads to meet your needs of
high engine horsepower. Of course , if you are interested in more beam designs , please click here to view
a article of Hurricane hot sell beam designs on
conrods. If you can not find the beam style you like , please feel free contact us online or email to 
marketing@hurricane-rod.com.cn. Our experienced staff will be very willing to help you . 

Thirdly, per sbc rod polished and shot peened at Hurricane factory to stress relieved for high fatigue
strength. On one hand , it makes the I-beam rods be more reliable in the racing industry; On the other
hand, it helps to make the rods' surface become more bright , smooth and beautiful .

http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/Hurricane-Connecting-Rod-Features-Various-Beam-Designs.html
https://www.hurricanerods.com/Contact-Us.html


Finally , you could click here to watch a factory video at our website Home page , then you can see
Hurricane is different compared with other rods supplier in market , we have our own connecting rods
factory in Chengdu , Sichuan , China and have 20+ years’ experience . All the staff at the Hurricane team
trained well , they can answer and deal with much sales , marketing and technical questions to make you
obtain good service .

So welcome to text us online or mail to marketing@hurricane-rod.com.cn if you have any question for
Hurricane products or company . 

http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/What-is-shot-peening.html
http://www.hurricanerods.com/
http://www.hurricanerods.com/Contact-Us.html

